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Minecraft crafting and building mods 1. 16. 3

The best minecraft mods, in my opinion, do not change the game beyond recognition. They keep Minecraft more or less as it has always been, but offer new discoveries or solutions to centuries-old irritations. Below, you will find the best mods of this type that we found for Minecraft 1.16 – and the best part is that all these mods can be uploaded and played at the same time, while maintaining Minecraft the
game you have always known and loved. The best minecraft mods for 1.16 Thanks to the wonderful thing that is Minecraft Forge, all the mods in this list can be played in tandem - no compatibility error included. So you have no excuse to avoid any of these stellar mods! And yes, they're all updated with 1.16 (although in some cases you'll need to find the mod's preview versions to get 1.16-compatible
versions). Here are the best Minecraft mods 1.16 has to offer: to help you run Minecraft Forge, be sure to check out our guide on installing Minecraft Forge! Optifine Download Link: Optifine (click Preview Versions at the top for download for 1.16+!) Requires: Nothing, unless you want to run with Forge, in which case you will also have to download OptiForge and MixinBootstrap and insert all three jar files
into your Minecraft mod folder. What is there to say about Optifine that has not already been said a thousand times? It is the most popular Minecraft mod in existence. Dramatically increases the number of customization options for Minecraft graphics and rendering, making Mojang's notoriously un optimized behemoth of a surprisingly performing game. It also allows you to run all the best Minecraft shaders
1.16.4 has to offer, making your Minecraft world more glorious than ever. Download link: Biomes O' Plenty Requires: Nothing! There's a reason Biomes O' Plenty finds its way into all the best minecraft mod lists online: he's damn good at what he does. This vast mod adds many new types of biomes to the world generation of Minecraft, along with dozens of new block types, new foliage, and much more.
This is an essential mod to inject new life and interest into your Minecraft worlds and give you a reason to explore Overworld again. Useful Backpack Download Link: Useful Backpacks Requires: U Team Core A simple, light and brilliant mod, Useful Backpacks allows you to create three levels of backpack, each of which gives you extra inventory storage space. There are plenty of mods out there that give
you more inventory slots and the like, but none of them fit the aesthetics and style of Minecraft like Useful Backpacks does. The compass of nature Looking for more Minecraft guides? Download the link: Nature's Compass Requires: Nothing! The Compass of Nature offers you a new object - the compass of titular nature - that you can create a normal compass with logs and saplings. right-clicking this
improved compass displays a list of each type of biome, and clicking one will detect the nearest biome and guide you to its location. Indispensable to find Mooshroom biomes, particular types of wood and much more. Corail Tombstone Download link: Corail Tombstone Requires: Nothing! Minecraft mods have been providing death chests and other variants of the same concept for years now, but few have
done so with the same elegance as Corail Tombstone, which accumulates all your belongings in a nearby tombstone when you die. With all kinds of headstone customization options, both visual and functional, you can set Corail Tombstone to work exactly as you want, and you must never again suffer the indescribable pain of losing the value of minerals and materials of the entire expedition with an
inattentive wrong step. Immersive Portals A continuation of the now defunct BetterPortals, Immersive Portals gives up the loading screen and jarring transition every time you go through a portal (be it Nether or End), and instead gives you the ability to seamlessly switch. You can also see in real time what's in the other dimension by looking through the portal. It's fantastic. WorldEdit Download link: WorldEdit
Requires: Nothing! WorldEdit is the latest construction and construction tool for Minecraft, full stop. With a tremendously powerful set of different commands and tools at your disposal in Creative mode, WorldEdit is almost necessary for the timely creation of vast Minecraft construction projects, from adventure maps to colossal structures and landscapes and pretty much anything else you can think of. Using
commands, you can create, copy, and paste different projects; you can select and fill areas, create shapes like cylinders and spheres of any size on the fly, and much more. HWYLA (Here's What You're Looking At) Download link: Here's What You're Looking At Requires: Forge or Fabric What HWYLA does, quite simply, is give you a little tooltip when you pass the lattice literally on any element or block in
the world, telling you exactly what it is (and, if you want, which mod it comes from). Probably the lightest Minecraft mod on this list, it is also right there for the most essential and useful. Why isn't this just part of Vanilla Minecraft now? Inventory Sorter Download Link: Inventory Sorter Requires: Nothing! Inventory Sorter is a lightweight addon that adds two very simple but very useful mechanics to organize
objects into inventories or chests. The first: Clicking the middle mouse button in an inventory automatically selects all items within. Second, you can swipe the mouse wheel on an item stack to move the item one at a time to inventory or vice versa. You just have to use this mod all the time until it is added to Minecraft by default. Clumps, 19 link: Clumps Requires: Nothing! If you've ever been to an XP farm,
you'll know how laggy things can come about when there are hundreds of xp balls floating over you like little spherical fairies. Thankfully, Clumps exists. As you might expect from the name, this mod groups together more nearby spheres in a single sphere, which drastically reduces the amount of work Minecraft needs to do. It also stops that super annoying problem where the balls keep floating around you
without ever being picked up. AppleSkin Download link: AppleSkin Requires: Forge or Fabric Can you say for sure that you understand 100% saturation mechanics in Minecraft? Now I can, and that's all thanks to AppleSkin. This super useful little mod not only tells you how hungry a food will replenish when you pass over it, but it will also give you the saturation level of each item – a statistic that Minecraft
hides by default. Fast Leaf Decay Download link: Fast Leaf Decay Requires: Nothing! Here's a mod I never knew I needed in my life. Fast Leaf Decay does exactly what it says on the pond, significantly reducing the time it takes for a trunkless tree to despawn all its leaf blocks. Instead of waiting a minute or more, the whole process ended in less than two seconds. It is very satisfying and definitely nicer
when you are raising saplings or apples. SwingThroughGrass Download link: SwingThroughGrass requires: Nothing! Say it to me now: long grass sucks. And apparently there are many who share this opinion, because SwingThroughGrass has become one of the most downloaded Minecraft mods for 1.16. Quite simply, this mod allows you to swing a sword or other weapon through the long grass,
preventing that super irritating swing problem from being interrupted by long grass for no reason. KleeSlabs Download link: KleeSlabs Requires: Nothing! Completing our list of small but useful mods, KleeSlabs rights yet another centuries-old error in Minecraft allowing you to destroy half-sheets one half at a time, instead of having to pull out the entire block and then replace the half you didn't want to
remove. Why, oh why, after ten years, do you need a mod for this to be a thing? Fix your game, Mojang. And with that, I think we're going to end this discussion about Minecraft mods. This is a wide range of mods to get on with anyway – some of which radically change the game, but most of which simply make Minecraft a little easier and more enjoyable to get along with. Now why not take a look at our list
of Minecraft 1.16.4 shaders, where you can learn how to take wonderful screenshots like the one above! Creation in Minecraft is the method by which most objects, blocks and tools are created. To create an item, move ingredients from your inventory to the creation grid and place them in the order that represents the object you want to create. The 2x2 authoring grid is on the inventory screen, and the 3x3
grid is accessible from a creation table. Select a category from the menu above or scroll the bass to view the recipes! Basic Recipes Ingredient Name Image Description Wooden Planks Log Basic building material. Wooden planks sticks Used in many other creation recipies. Torches Coal &amp; Stick Torches provide light and and melt ice and snow. Crafting Table Wooden Planks Opens a 3x3 authoring
grid when you right-click. Pebble Oven or Black Stone Allows the player to stink. Chest wood boards used to store blocks and objects. Stair sticks Allows the player to climb vertically. Fence Sticks &amp; Wooden Planks Barrier that cannot be jumped over. Wooden boards for boats Used to travel in the water. Wooden slabs Wooden planks Used to create gradual slopes. Stone slabs stone or brick or brick
stone or sandstone or pebbles or bricks of nether or quartz or red sandstone Used to create gradual slopes. Sign Wooden Planks &amp; Stick It can be used to display text. Doors Wooden planks or iron bars Wooden doors can be opened by clicking or in red stone. Iron doors can only be opened with redstone power. Block wooden trunks with texture of logs on all sides. [Back to top] Block Recipes Name
Ingredients Image Description Glowstone Glowstone Dust Bright light source that can also be used underwater. Snow Block Snowballs Snowballs Shop and Building Material. TNT Gunpowder &amp; Sand Explodes when illuminated with a Flint &amp; Steel, or powered by a red stone current. Clay Block Clay Store clay and building material. Brick Block Clay bricks Strong building material. Bookshelf
Wooden Planks &amp; Books Decoration. Sand construction material with sand blocks of sandstone. Smooth Sandstone Sandstone Block Building material. Decorative slabs in sandstone and sandstone Building material. Note Block Wooden Planks &amp; Redstone Plays a note when clicked or powered by redstone. Jack-O Lantern Pumpkin &amp; Torch Light source. Lapis Lazuli Block Lapis Lazuli Dye
Store by Lapis Lazuli Dye. Diamond Block Diamonds Diamond Shop. Gold Block Gold Ingots Gold Bars Store. Iron ingots shop in iron bars of iron bars. Emerald Block Emeralds Store of Emeralds. Coal Block Coal Store of Coal. Stone Brick Stone Building material. Wooden stairs Wooden planks Used to build stairs. Stairs made of pebble stone or sandstone or brick or brick stone or brick of nether or
quartz or red sandstone used to build stairs. Pebble cobblestone wall or musk stone Decorative block that similar to fences can not be jumped over. Redstone Redstone Redstone Energy Source Block. Nether Quartz Quartz quartz block Building material. Quartz slabs with chiseled quartz blocks Construction material. Pillared quartz blocks of quartz building material. Quartz bricks Quartz blocks Building
material. Construction material Hardened clay hardened colored and dye. Hay Bale Wheat Decorative block and food for Granite Diorite &amp; Nether Quartz Rock type. Andesite Diorite &amp; Cobblestone Type of rock. Diorite Cobblestone &amp; Nether Quartz Rock type. Polished granite Building material. Andesite Andesite Polished building material. Building material of glossy diorite diorite. Prismarine
Prismarine Shard Type of rock. Prismarine Bricks Prismarine Shard Building material. Prismarine Dark Prismarine Fragments &amp; Black Dye Building material. Light source of prismarine prismarine marine lantern &amp; prismarine shard. Shard. Dirt Dirt &amp; Gravel Similar to normal dirt however the grass cannot spread to it. Slime Block Slimeball It can be used to push other blocks using pistons.
Moss Stone Cobblestone &amp; Vines Building material. Mossy Stone Brick Stone Brick &amp; Vines Building material. Building material in brick brick in chiseled stone. Red sand sand building material. Red sandstone construction material in red sandstone. Red sandstone building material in chiseled red sandstone. Purpur Block Popped Chorus Fruit Building material. Purpur Pillar Purpur Slab Building
Material. Magma Block Magma Cream causes damage when trampled. Nether Wart Block Nether Wart Decoration. Nether Brick Nether Brick (Object) Building material. Red Nether Brick Nether Wart &amp; Nether Brick Building material. Chiseled Nether Bricks Nether Brick Slabs Building material. Bone meal decoration in bone blocks and bone meal shop. Algae dried in algae blocks can be used as fuel in
furnaces. Packed Ice Ice building material. Blue Ice Packed Ice building material. Honey Block Honey Bottles Sticker block that slows players and entities. Honeycomb decoration Block. Wood stripped Trunks stripped Building material. Basalt polished basalt Building material. Blackstone Blackstone polished building material. Slabs of black stone polished chiseled building material. Polished black stone
bricks Polished blackstone building material. Netherite Netherite Ingots Store block by Netherite. [Back to top] Recipes Tools Name Ingredients Description Image Pickaxes Sticks &amp; Planks of Wood or Pebbles or Ingots of Black Stone or Iron or Gold Bars or Diamonds Used to extract blocks and stone minerals. Axes Sticks &amp; Planks of wood or pebbles or ingots of black stone or iron or gold bars or
diamonds Used to cut wooden blocks faster than by hand. Shovels Sticks &amp; Wooden Planks or Cobblestone or Blackstone or Iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamonds Used to dig sand, gravel, dirt, grass and snow faster than by hand. Hoes Sticks &amp; Wooden Planks or Cobblestone or Blackstone or Iron Ingots or Gold Ingots or Diamonds Used to grow blocks of dirt in preparation for growing crops.
Fishing Rod Sticks &amp; String Can be thrown into the water to catch fish. Flint &amp; Steel Iron Ingot &amp; Flint Used to light fires, light TNT and open nether portals. Compass Iron Ingots &amp; Redstone Points to the point of generation. Clock Gold Ingots &amp; Redstone Displays game time. Dry iron bars Used to carry water, lava and milk. Iron ingots Shears Used to collect wool from sheep and
leaves from Shulker Box Shulker Shell &amp; Chest Portable Chests. [Back to top] Defense Recipes Name Ingredients Image Description Helmets Leather or Iron Bars or Gold Bars or Diamonds Head Armor. Bibs Leather or iron bars or gold bars or diamond chest armor. Leather or iron ingots leggings or gold bars or diamonds leg armor. Leather or iron ingots boots or gold bars or diamonds Walking armor.
Sticks of swords &amp; planks of wood or or o Black stone or iron bars or gold bars or diamonds deal more damage to mobs and other players than by hand. Bow rope &amp; Sticks Used to shoot arrows. Arrow Flint &amp; Stick &amp; Feather Ammunition for bows. Horse armor Special type of armor worn by horses. Shield Planks &amp; Iron Ingot Protects the player from attack. Glowstone Dust &amp;
Arrow Spectral Arrow Gives the player or crowd a bright effect when hit. Persistent Potion Arrow Point &amp; Arrows Deal targets with status effects. Conduit Nautilus Shell &amp; Heart of the Sea Provides conduit power to nearby players underwater. Helmet scute turtle shell that gives the player effect of breating water. Crossbow Sticks &amp; Iron Ingot &amp; String &amp; Tripwire Hook Weapon used to
fire arrows farther and more accurately than a bow. [Back to top] Mechanism Recipes Name Ingredients Image Description Pressure Plates Wooden Planks or Stone or Polished Blackstone Sends a red stone signal when trampled by a player or crowd. Weighted pressure plates Iron bars or gold bars Similar to normal pressure plates, but signal strength increases as more objects are added. Wooden planks
Trapdoor Horizontal door activated by clicking or red stone. Fence Gate Wooden Planks &amp; Sticks Gate which can be opened as a door. Wooden Planks or Stone or Shiny Black Stone Buttons Send a short red stone signal when pressed. Lever Stick &amp; Cobblestone Sends a redstone signal that can be turned on and off. Redstone Repeater Stone &amp; Redstone Torch &amp; Redstone Used as a
repeater, diode, or delayer in Redstone circuits. Redstone Torch Stick &amp; Redstone Constantly sends a redstone signal. Jukebox Wooden Planks &amp; Diamond Played musical records. Dispenser Cobblestone &amp; Bow &amp; Redstone holds and fires objects when powered. Piston Wooden Planks &amp; Cobblestone &amp; Iron Ingot &amp; Redstone Pushes other blocks when powered. Sticky
Piston Piston &amp; Slime Ball Pushes blocks and pulls them back as well. Minecart iron bars were travelling along the rail. Powered Minecart Minecart &amp; Furnace Pushes other mine carts along the track using fuel. Minecart Minecart &amp; Chest depot Used to carry blocks and objects along tracks. Rail Iron Ingots &amp; Stick Guide for mine carts. Rail Gold Ingots &amp; Stick &amp; Redstone
accelerates mine carts when powered. Detector Rail Iron Ingots &amp; Stone Pressure Plate &amp; Redstone Sends a red stone signal when crossed by a mine cart. Redstone Lamp Redstone &amp; Glowstone Block Light source when powered by red stone. Tripwire Hook Iron Ingot &amp; Stick &amp; Wooden Plank Used to create a tripwire that activates a Redstone. Activator Rail Iron Ingots &amp;
Sticks &amp; Redstone Torch Used to activate TNT mine carts and tramogge mine carts. Daylight Sensor Glass &amp; Nether Quartz &amp; Wooden Slabs emits a red stone signal during daylight. Dropper Cobblestone &amp; Redstone Drops objects (similar to a distributor) when powered. Hopper Iron Ingots &amp; Chest Moves incoming and outgoing objects from chests, dispensers, and other blocks
that can hold items. Minecart with Hopper Hopper &amp; Minecart Minecart Minecart works in the same way as a smoggia. Minecart mine with TNT TNT &amp; Minecart Minecart that explodes when it is a railway activator. Redstone Comparator Redstone Torches &amp; Stone &amp; Nether Quartz Used in redstone circuits. Trapped Chest &amp; Hook Tripwire Chest that emits a red stone signal when
opened. Iron trapdoor Iron bars Trapdoor activated by red stone. Observer Cobblestone &amp; Redstone Dust &amp; Nether Quartz emits a redstone signal when the block it is facing is updated. Target Redstone Dust &amp; Hay Bale Emits a Redstone signal when hit by bullets, such as arrows, eggs, or snowballs. [Back to top] Food recipes Name Ingredients Image Description Bowl Wooden boards Used
to create different types of stew. Mushroom Stew Bowl &amp; Red Mushroom &amp; Brown Mushroom Restores 6 hunger points. Grain Bread Restores 5 hunger points. Golden Apple Apple &amp; Gold Nuggets Restore 4 hunger points. Sugar cane Used to create the cake. Cake Milk Buckets &amp; Sugar &amp; Wheat &amp; Egg Heals 2 hunger points per use for a total of 7 uses. Wheat &amp; Cocoa
Beans Cookies Restore 2 hunger points. Melon Block Melon Slice Used to store melon slices. Melon Semi Melon Slice It can be planted on farmland. Pumpkin Seeds Pumpkin Can be planted on farmland. Golden carrot &amp; gold nuggets used as an ingredient for brewing and restores 6 starvation points. Pumpkin Pie Pumpkin &amp; Egg &amp; Sugar Restores 8 hunger points. Rabbit Stew Mushroom
&amp; Bowl &amp; Cooked Rabbit &amp; Carrot &amp; Baked Potato Restores 10 hunger points. Suspected Red Mushroom &amp; Brown Mushroom &amp; Bowl &amp; Any Flower Stew Restores 6 Hunger Points. Honey Bottle Glass Bottles &amp; Honey Block Restores 6 hunger points. [Back to top] Other Recipes Name Ingredients Description Image Bed Wooden Boards &amp; Wool Used to forward
the day to the day during the nights. Sticks &amp; Wool Decoration painting. Paper sugar cane Used to create maps and books. Book Paper &amp; Leather Used to create libraries and books &amp; quills. Book and Quill Book &amp; Feather &amp; Ink Sac Can be written and edited. Map Paper &amp; Compass Create an image of explored parts of the world. Glass Glass Glass blocks or blocks of stained
glass Fence-like glass plates. Iron bars Iron bars Properties similar to fences however only 1 block high. Gold nugget gold ingot used to create a series of other items. Nether Brick Fence Nether Brick (object) &amp; Nether Bricks Similar to normal fences but made of nether brick. Eye of Ender Ender Pearl &amp; Blaze Powder Can be used to locate strongholds. Enchanted table book, Diamond &amp;
Obsidian. Used to enchant tools, weapons, armor and Objects. Fire Charge Blaze Powder &amp; Coal &amp; Gunpowder Creates Fire and can be fired by distributors. Ender Chest Obsidian &amp; Eye of Ender Used for storage. All Ender chests in a world access the same storage slots. Beacon Glass &amp; Obsidian &amp; Nether Star emits beam of light and provides temporary buffs to players when
placed on a pyramid made of emerald, diamond, netherite, gold, or iron blocks. Iron anvil block &amp; iron ingot Used to repair objects and and Spells. Decoration of brick flower pot. Item Frame Sticks &amp; Leather Used to display objects and blocks on walls. Carrot on a stick Fishing rod &amp; Carrot It can be used to control saddled pigs. Deformed fungus on a stick &amp; deformed mushroom fishing
rod can be used to control saddled striders. Firework Rocket Gunpowder &amp; Paper &amp; Firework Star Items that can be launched into the sky. The more gunpowder he added, the higher the rocket will be. Firework Star Gunpowder &amp; Dye &amp; an extra ingredient (optional) The dye determines the color of the firework and the extra ingredient determines the special effect. Lead String &amp;
Slimeball Used for mobile leash. Carpets Thin wool block that can be used as decoration. Blocks of stained glass &amp; dye Building material and decoration. Leather Rabbit Skin Used as a processing ingredient also for armor. Wool &amp; Stick Decoration banner. Armor Stand Stone Slab &amp; Stick Used to display armor, mafia heads and pumpkins. End Rod Blaze Rod &amp; Popped Chorus Fruit
Decorative light source. Fine Crystal Glass &amp; Eye of Ender &amp; Ghast Tear Item found in The End. Iron bar iron ingot Iron nugget Small piece of iron. Concrete Powder Dye &amp; Sand &amp; Gravel Turns into concrete in contact with water or lava. Campfire Sticks &amp; Logs &amp; Coal Light source and used to cook food. Soul Campfire Sticks &amp; Logs &amp; Soul Sand or Soul Soil Light
Bamboo &amp; String Scaffolding Used to help the player climb during construction. Barrel wood slabs &amp; wooden planks used to store items. Blast furnace &amp; furnace &amp; smooth stone iron bars Used to entice objects. Smoker Logs &amp; Furnace Used to cook food products. Map Table paper &amp; Wooden planks Used for cloning, zooming out, and blocking maps. Composter Wooden slabs
Convert crops and plants into bone meal. Fletching Table Flint &amp; Wooden Planks Fletcher's job site block in villages. Smithing Table Iron Ingots &amp; Wooden Planks Toolsmith's job site block in villages. Stonecutter Iron Ingot &amp; Stone Used to make stone-related blocks. Grindstone Sticks &amp; Stone Slab &amp; Wooden Planks Used to repair objects and tools, and also remove charms. Iron
Nuggets &amp; Torch lanterns or Soul Torch Blocks that emit light. Lectern Wood Slabs &amp; Bookshelf Used to keep books. Loom String &amp; Wooden Planks Used to apply patterns to banners. Beehive Wooden Planks &amp; Honeycomb Craftable version of a bee nest. Netherite Ingot Netherite Scraps &amp; Gold Ingots Used as a smithing ingredient to make Netherite instruments, weapons and
armor. Chain Iron Nuggets &amp; Iron Ingot Decoration it can also be used to suspend bells and lanterns. Respawn Anchor Crying Obsidian &amp; Glowstone Allows the player to set a regeneration point in the Nether. Lodestone Chiseled Stone Bricks &amp; Netherite Ingot Using a compass on a block of Lodestone will make the compass always point towards that specific block. Soul Torch Coal &amp;
Stick &amp; Soul Sand or Soul Soil Light source. [Back to top] Coloring Recipes Name Ingredients Image Description BoneMeal It can be used to make crops, trees and and the grass grows instantly. Light grey blue bluet or oxeye daisy or white tulip or black dye &amp; white dye or gray dye &amp; white dye used to dye various other objects. Gray Dye Black Dye &amp; White Dye Used to dye various other
objects. Pink red tulip or rose bush Used to dye various other objects. Orange Dye Rose Red &amp; Dandelion Yellow or Orange Tulip Used to dye various other objects. Dandelion yellow dandelion or sunflower Used to dye various other objects. Lime Dye Green Dye &amp; White Dye Used to dye various other objects. Blue Dye Blue Orchid or Blue Dye &amp; White Dye Used to dye various other objects.
Cian Dye Blue Dye &amp; Green Dye Used to dye various other objects. Purple Dye Blue Dye &amp; Red Dye Used to dye various other objects. Magenta Dye Purple Dye &amp; Pink Dye or Allium or Lille Used to dye various other objects. Tulip pink dye pink or peony or dye red &amp; white dye used to dye various other objects. Bone flour white dye or lily of the valley Used to dye various other objects.
Blue dye Lapis Lazuli or Cornflower Used to dye various other objects. Cocoa beans brown dyes Used to dye various other items. Black Dye Ink Sac or Wither Rose Used to dye various other objects. [Back to top] Wool Recipes Name Ingredients Image Description Wool String Building Material that can also be colored with dyes. Light gray wool wool &amp; light gray dye building material and decoration.
Gray Wool Wool Wool &amp; Gray Dye Building material and decoration. Black Wool Wool &amp; Black Dye Building material and decoration. Red Wool Wool &amp; Rose Red Building material and decoration. Orange Wool Wool &amp; Orange Dye Building material and decoration. Yellow wool wool &amp; dandelion yellow building material and decoration. Lime wool wool &amp; lime dye building material
and decoration. Green Wool Wool &amp; Cactus Green Building material and decoration. Light Blue Wool Wool &amp; Light Blue Dye Building and decoration material. Cian Wool Wool &amp; Cyan Dye Building and decoration material. Blue Wool Wool &amp; Blue Dye Building and decoration material. Purple Wool Wool &amp; Purple Dye Building and decoration material. Magenta Wool Wool &amp;
Magenta Dye Building and decoration material. Pink wool Wool &amp; Pink dye Building material and decoration. Brown Wool Wool &amp; Brown Dye Building and decoration material. [Back to top] Beer Recipes Name Ingredients Image Description Glass Glass Glass Used in beer production. Cauldron iron ingot block holding water. Brewing Stand Blaze Rod &amp; Cobblestone Used in beer production.
Blaze Powder Blaze Rod Used to create an eye of Ender and Magma Cream. Magma Cream Slimeball Blaze Powder Used in potions. Spider Eye fermented spider eye, Brown Mushroom &amp; Sugar Used in potions. Sparkling Melon Melon Slice &amp; Gold Nugget Used in potions. [Back to top] from top] from top]
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